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About This Game

Blast your way through hordes of alien enemies in this revisited version of arcade classic shooters. Pilot your spaceship
in a two-layered battleground and aim for highscore.

TwinForce gameplay is optimized for Virtual Reality and 3D displays, although playable on regular screens.

 Support for SteamVR, NVidia 3D Vision, and 3D displays

 Classic Retro action with a depth twist

 Upcoming Steam leaderboards and trophies
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Title: TwinForce
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
ETI
Publisher:
ETI
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bits

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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Great Game ! You can tell the devoper has spent a great deal of time getting everything right. This is a recomended buy.

Message to the developer:

 Please don't give up on Steam its just a matter of time for people to learn that you are here.

 I have purchased all your games on IOS and will buy them on steam too.
Inferno 2 plays great on the big screen! Steam needs more developers like you, it surprises me that they don't promote your
game more for you.. Great concept, but plays super clunky with incomprehensible UI. I play Dwarf Fortress so I'm used to a lot
of complicated UI, but this is worse because the UI simply makes no sense at all and the tutorial takes almost an hour to
complete and still doesn't manage to explain it. You must perform all kinds of complex actions like tapping one key, holding an
other key, and then using the mouse to select something that pops up in the interface, and then holding down a mouse button for
a long time and this is just impossible to memorize. Meanwhile quests tell you to gather resources and craft items, without
telling you what to look for or which of the million of crafting prerequisites and menus you need for these.

Stay away, and just play Dwarf Fortress for free if you want a complicated sandbox survival game.. Watch a speedrun of the
game, and then blast through it with the fun skips you've learned, while enjoying the great narration of its unintentionally
hilarious script. It's a good time, enjoyable despite its numerous flaws, and well worth the low price of admission. As of this
writing, I am the proud holder of the world record speedrun, and you should buy Garshasp and speedrun it, too.. its a MAZE
puzzle ...
and its Chocolate :3 , candy and gingerbread
and when u success...there is voice over lady whispering on your ears *goosebumps* XD

ez game, ez achievements, fancy chocolate alphabets that can be used for your Profile Achievements Showcase ~

RECOMMENDED !! for those who is Achievements hunters and for those who needs relaxing game.. glhf ~. Basically not a
game, just a couple stock sprites dotting a tiny map. No menus, no ennemies, no story, nothing.

Was basically a terrible way to spend $2, seriously i could have had a kit kat or something.
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The game has some pretty funny references, nice jokes and charismatic characters, but is pestered by bugs, the battles are
boring and not very challenging, and the camera view is problematic. Only recomended if you are a truly fan of turn based
strategy games with nothing else to do. It could have been a great game with a little more polishing.. I'm lovin' it. Would love to
get more games like this to play and review.. Perfect for those who like to chase the highscores. For me it was all about the art,
lovely art!. A really good interactive game, my 4 year old loves the game and it is helping him learn some valuable keyboard and
mouse skills.. Neat easy going doggy adventure.

Fine Puzzles.

It does seem like the end game\/sceen has been shorten down from what was originally planned.

All in all I enjoyed it.. Hello , I've got the game if you want my impressions after 3 hours here it is :

To begin with , we play as Boom or Zap , two magicians who want to rescue The Spritelings and save the world from an evil
sorcerer . Well , I don't know if story is something important in games like this anyway.

First thing we can notice is that the game is (was) designed for mobile use. But everything works fine with the mouse. The only
thing I don't like with the mouse is the camera movement , this should be better on mobile.

In terms of gameplay, this is a classic match-3 game just like may others. But unlike the others, this time clearing the the board
won't be enough , you have to make a way through The Spritelings. That's what makes this game interesting and also
challenging. The challenge like others match-3 games comes from the obvious limited moves, blocs that need several hit to be
broken, ennemies and so on. In order to help you in your quest, you'll have access to some powers. From where I am, I unlocked
2 of them.

Like I said , we're in front of a mobile game but what is really great is that we don't have the downsides of those games. I mean ,
there's no micro-transaction , you don't have to wait for lives. You can play whenever you want and that is pretty great.

For now I've done 25 levels and some were already tough or maybe I'm just bad at these kind of games lol. However there's
something that can be really annoying : music. I only heard one music so far.

Finally, I'd like to say that this game is a good one, the fact that there's no mobile games
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t is a good point allowing players to play at their own pace.

PS : Sorry for bad english !. Good game, purchased because of great visuals. But disappointed due the lack of difficulty, game
was simply too easy for me. Even the hardest song was a walk in the park. I could literally full combo any song on the first go.
Maybe its just because im a 3 year osu veteran. But ranting aside, the game is nice and cheap and great for beginners to get
started to music rhythm genre. Its well optimised and runs pretty smooth even for a slightly low end pc.. Interesting visually and
I like the idea of some of the mechanics but the frustrating level design and controls make it difficult to get into this. There is a
lot of potential here though.. Islanders is a charming and relaxing puzzle strategy game, wrapped in the guise of a city builder.

Islands are randomly generated and you're given options for which building packs to choose. You have to try and think ahead to
what space you have and what buildings will compliment each other, and then fit them into the terrain in a way which
maximises your points. Some will be complimentary to each other, whilst others detrimental, and slowly you build up your
settlement into something that hopefully looks pretty and has a high enough score to continue. You need to meet progression
levels to continue on to a bigger island and if you run out of buildings before you get there, it's game over. Your highest score is
pitted against other steam players to calculate your global rank, giving you something to strive for if you're so inclined.

Islanders is the perfect example of a simple game done well. Completely minimalistic in design, it nonetheless offers a
completely satisfying level of strategy and gameplay. Most of all it just feels very calming to play it, serene and soothing -
something I definitely need right now. My friends may be grateful for a concise review for once, to match the game.

My new gaming zen!

\ud83d\udc96 If you find the reviews of an old Welsh lady interesting, please follow My Curator Page. \ud83d\udc96
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